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Abstract. The Berkeley Transients Classification Pipeline (TCP) is a source
identification, classification, and broadcast pipeline which federates data streams
from multiple surveys. The TCP identifies variable science by making proba-
bilistic statements about the scientific classification of newly discovered sources
observed by the Palomar Transient Factory’s all sky survey. The primary pur-
pose of PTF is to consistently map the available sky with the intent to discover a
variety of galactic and extragalactic transient sources and events. The TCP iden-
tifies and alerts follow-up telescopes such as PAIRITEL (Bloom et al. 2005) and
end users to these newly discovered transient sources. Here we discuss software
used within the TCP to generate science classifiers when little or no data has
been acquired by the survey of interest. This case proves more challenging than
when generating classifiers for a well populated survey. We present some of the
difficulties encountered and a parallelized Hadoop/MapReduce based technique
we use to resolve them.

1. TCP and the Palomar Transient Factory

Initially developed using the ∼750 million row SDSS-II stripe-82 dataset, the
TCP has been subsequently interfaced with the PTF’s image subtraction pipeline
(Rau et al. 2009). This subtraction pipeline, which is hosted at Lawrence Berke-
ley Natl. Lab., subtracts historical reference mosaics from recent images taken
by the 7.8 degree FOV instrument on the Palomar 48” telescope. Soon after the
telescope’s commissioning (spring of 2009), the subtraction pipeline came online
and the TCP began ingesting the object data stream in real-time.

2. Feature Extractors

The goal of the TCP is make probabilistic statements about transients making
use of their light curves and where the event occurs on the sky (“context”). To
make use of pre-existing machine learning frameworks we need to marshall the
heterogeneous data into a common set of m-dimension real-number line “fea-
tures”. Feature extractors are algorithms which summarize individual quanta
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of information from light-curves and context (Starr et al. 2008). Some exam-
ple feature extractors are: the location of the source in the Galactic plane, the
primary period as well as harmonics of a periodic source1, the statistical modes
of the flux values of the source. The success of the TCP’s classifiers depends
on how well its set of feature algorithms characterize sources generated from
PTF data. If some features don’t apply to many PTF sources, or if they are
ineffective at distinguishing between different types of science, then the resulting
classifiers will be weak.

3. Noisification

In order to classify sources from the beginning of a survey, the TCP requires
classifiers which can be trained without an existing dataset. This differs from
the more common case in machine learning where a classifier is trained us-
ing a subset of the data which will eventually be classified. With data from
a completed or at least well sampled survey, one can easily derive supervised
datasets by cross-correlating with sources found in other classified surveys. In
the case of the TCP, to generate these science classifiers without any PTF data,
we included a step which “noisifies” well-sampled, well-classified sources that
are taken from literature and stored in our http://DotAstro.org light-curve
warehouse (Brewer et al. 2008).

The noisification code resamples both the time and magnitudes of a well-
sampled source using precomputed cadences and models for observing depths,
sky brightnesses, etc. Originally the noisification software referenced a list of
observing cadences which were generated prior to the telescope’s first light. A
couple months after commissioning, however, it became evident that several
survey cadences were being used and our assumption of a single survey cadence
resulted in poorly performing classifiers. We attempted to generate classifiers
for different PTF cadences, but even these rarely matched a source’s multi-
cadenced sampling. To better understand why these classifiers did not apply to
different cadences, we have begun analyzing the effect which noisification has on
the spread of feature values.

Figure 1 and 2 show the spread of a feature’s values when well sampled
DotAstro.org sources are noisified. Figure 1 shows the period invariant skew of
flux values feature. In the primary frequency plots in Figure 2, there are fewer
DotAstro.org sources for the RR Lyrae and Cepheid science classes, than as
seen in the skew case. This is due to the failure of the feature extractors to find
periods for many of these sources. Also notice that the primary frequency range
for RR Lyrae is much smaller than the range expected for RR Lyrae in general.
A classifier trained with only these noisified RR Lyrae sources would have too
narrow a primary frequency constraint for it to be applicable to many expected
sources.

1One of the most important time-series characterizations is whether a source is periodic and if
so, what is its primary period. After evaluating combinations of Lomb Scargle, Stetson string
length and Dworetsky string length in combination with super-smoothing, REFERENCES

we have found it difficult to reliably find periods for sources with less than 10–15 epochs and
observed using the PTF survey cadences.
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Figure 1. Histogram of skewness spread for several science classes before
and after noisification. For skewness, noisification does not change the “ob-
served” distribution significantly from the input (well-sampled) data. The
number of sources is plotted as the logarithm.

We recently explored a more computationally expensive, but more ideal
(in principle) noisification technique which matches the time sampling of a par-
ticular PTF source. The resulting noisified training-set generates a classifier
customized to the cadence of a single PTF source. But, as noted, the periods
of noisfied sources with less-than 10–15 epochs are difficult to determine ro-
bustly. Even with the difficulties of finding periods for sparsely sampled data,
we have proceeded with parallelizing this technique of noisifying and generat-
ing a customized classifier for a specific PTF source. To make use of available
Yahoo/Hadoop cluster resources, we decided to port our existing IPython par-
allelized noisification and classifier generating code to a Hadoop based architec-
ture.

4. Parallelization: IPython and Hadoop

The realtime pipeline and noisification software of the TCP were originally de-
veloped in an embarrassingly parallel way using IPython’s parallelization tools.
This version spawns tasks across several 8 core machines via the ssh protocol.
The IPython-parallel noisification software is also used on an 96 core beowulf
cluster.

To make use of CPU-time granted to our project on both Yahoo’s M45
Hadoop cluster and Amazon EC2 resources, we have wrapped components of
the noisification and classification software with Hadoop compatible code. Our
Weka classifiers (Witten et al. 1999) are Java based, allowing integration with
Hadoop, while our noisification software is primarily written in Python and
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Figure 2. Primary frequency spread for several science classes before and
after noisification. The number of sources is Log() plotted.

wrapped using the Hadoop Streaming package. We successfully reengineered
the noisification and classification pipeline using the Cascading Hadoop package,
which allows dividing the dataflow into modular map-reduce components. In
addition, we plan to explore the Hadoop based Mahout machine learning project
and incorporating Hadoop Hive’s SQL-like functionality for parallelized data
exploration.
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